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How is academia portrayed in children's literature?
This Element ambitiously surveys fictional professors
in texts marketed towards children, who are
overwhelmingly white and male, tending to be elderly
scientists. Professors fall into three stereotypes: the
vehicle to explain scientific facts, the baffled genius,
and the evil madman. By the late twentieth century,
the stereotype of the male, mad, muddlehead, called
Professor SomethingDumb, is formed in humorous yet
pejorative fashion. This Element provides a publishing
history of the role of academics in children's
literature, questioning the book culture which
promotes the enforcement of stereotypes regarding
intellectual expertise in children's media. This title is
also available, with additional material, as Open
Access.
MINI TREASURES: delightful mini picture books to
treasure forever. ONE STORMY NIGHT 'One Stormy
night, the wind was howling, the iron gate creaked
and the black cat hissed. ' So begins Ruth Brown's
spine-chilling ghost story of a night where not
everything is as it seems. . .
This is the first book of a series to be published by
Wildlife Educators Publishing, an adjunct to Wildlife
Educators Coalition, an all volunteer organization
which introduces children of all ages to a variety of
live, exotic animals and uses this exciting experience
to raise awareness about a number of issues.This
book is a fable featuring some of the animals
belonging to WEC. A small fox is raised by rabbits and
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believes he is a rabbit. As he grows up, he notices
significant differences between himself and his family.
He is puzzled and a little frightened, wondering if he
really belongs. Is there something “wrong” with him
or is he just a different kind of rabbit?He and his
oldest brother travel across Africa to find answers.
They encounter many different kinds of animals but
no “rabbits” who look like him. Of course, he does find
his place and finds there is nothing wrong with him at
all. He is a different kind of animal altogether, but it's
OK. Love is not limited by “sameness” or
differences.Besides a great story and wonderful
photography, extra features include:Biographies of all
the animals from WEC who appear in the story.
Information with pictures about other kinds of
foxesThis is a book for fun with the extra value of
being a serious educational tool.
British Books in Print
100 Best Books
Quentin Blake's ABC
Birds & Nature Magazine
British Books
Bella, a wise Newfoundland, meets a young Piping
Plover, visits a fox family and the neighborhood cats, and
appeals to the Town Council to help protect the tiny
shorebirds. The plovers face an evolving mix of wild
predators, beach construction near their nesting areas,
and harassment by people and pets.
At Las Flores Cafe in Miami Beach, the mimicry of a
talkative parrot, named Feathers, spreads
misinformation. Includes factual information about
Florida and exotic birds.
Over thirty-two hundred entries written by an
international group of contributors focus on children's
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literature written in English.
Effective Intervention in the Early Years
Whitaker's Books in Print
Feathers at Las Flores
A Fact-Filled Adventure for Curious Globe-Trotters
The School Librarian
A is for Apples, some green and some red, B is for Breakfast
we're having in bed.' With a simple rhyming text and
characteristically brilliant illustrations, this title is suitable
for young children just learning their alphabet.
(back cover) For lovers of birds and trivia, this captivating
book features a wealth of fascinating facts, figures, and
folklore about our feathered friends. It's beautifully
illustrated throughout with colorful artworks, photographs,
and diagrams. Over 400 nuggets of information drawn from
nature, science, history, and mythology are sure to astound,
amuse, and entertain Find the answers to these burning
questions: How light is a feather? Are owls really wise? Why
do birds migrate? How do they know where to go? Be
amazed by the weird world of these winged wonders, from
the largest ever recorded egg--equivalent to 220 chicken
eggs--to the world's strangest bird, which has claws on its
wings Includes practical advice such as how to attract birds
to your garden and how to teach a parrot to talk, and
encourages a new appreciation of these awesome creatures
of the air (front flap) Birds are the most homogeneous and
recognizable of all animal groups--they all have feathers
and lay eggs, many sing, and most fly. In almost any
environment, whether in a town or the countryside, it is
difficult not to see numerous types of bird. Of all outdoor
hobbies, bird-watching is growing at the fastest rate, and
many people enjoy keeping birds as pets. Because birds are
colorful, vocal, and daylight-loving creatures, they have
been observed and studied for thousands of years. From
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carvings in Egyptian caves to today's movies and books,
bird images are everywhere. And for good reason--they are
fascinating. They hear and see much better than humans
can, have developed the power of flight, and are found
everywhere in the world except the center of Antarctica. As
homogeneous as they are, many birds have diversified in
amazing ways, from penguins that incubate their eggs on
top of their feet for 60 days to brush turkeys that do not sit
on their eggs at all, and from the giant albatross of the
oceans to the tiny hummingbird of the tropics. A treasure
trove of varied information, this book provides the answers
to many puzzling questions about our feathered friends.
With its entirely random organization, Amazing Birds is
perfect for browsing through and stumbling upon
unexpected nuggets of fascinating information juxtaposed
with strange stories and practical tips. (back flap) Dr. Roger
Lederer is Emeritus Professor of Biological Sciences at
California State University, Chico, where he has taught for
more than 30 years, including courses in ornithology,
conservation, and ecology. Dr. Lederer has given many
public presentations and workshops, and has published
more than 30 scientific papers and books, including two
field guides to birds. Focusing on environmental education
in recent years, Dr. Lederer served as the first Jack Rawlins
Professor of Environmental Literacy at California State
University, Chico.
Professor Dupont is the proud owner of ten troublesome
cockatoos.
Mrs Armitage and the Big Wave
Everything & Everywhere
Tortuga in Trouble
The Photo Ark
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th
Edition
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Lazy Bottersnikes in outback rubbish tips, Sir Pronoun's
dilemma about standing in Miss Noun's place and the story
of how Jack built a house, a hut or a shack are all to be found
in this treasury of Australian children's books. This book
illuminates the icons of Australian children's literature from
Gibbs and Outhwaite to Shaun Tan.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the
racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning
rampage, before she fully understands the importance her
family attributes to having land of their own.
This collection of essays examines English language learning
in formal education contexts from pre-school to lower
secondary level. Focused on an in-service teacher education
project that aimed to enhance the teaching of English in a
group of schools, it takes into account the perspectives of
multiple stakeholders – heads of school, teachers, parents
and children. Its novelty lies in the variety of themes it
covers, such as the account of a vertical implementation of a
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) project
at three school levels, teachers’ attitudes to using
picturebooks in L2 settings, cultural differences in the
presentation of content in textbooks, and the role of the
native language assistant. “English for Young Learners”
makes a valid contribution to research on a matter of crucial
importance in Italian education in the 21st century, the
improvement of the teaching and learning of English. It will
be of interest to student teachers, educators, practitioners
and researchers.
Academia and Children's Literature
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Cat in the Manger
The Osborne Collection of Early Children's Books:
1566-1910
Brothers of the Heart
One Man's Quest to Document the World's Animals
A small cat reminisces about events that took place around the
manger where it was sleeping on the night the baby Jesus was
born.
The postman brings George and Bella a delightful pink
creature, who suddenly turns into a vulture, a warthog, a
dragon, a hairy monster, and other destructive and annoying
creatures.
Jack and Nancy love to hear the sailors tell of adventures far
away. But one day, they are walking on the cliffs and it starts
to rain, so Jack puts up his umbrella. But the wind picks up
and WHOOOOSH they are blown away to an exotic island!
They explore for a bit, and even meet a parrot, but there are no
sign of any ships to get them home. How will they get back?
Fox & Rabbit
Picture Book Index
The British National Bibliography
Cockatoos
The Review of Education
Reproduction of the original: Cassell's Book of Birds
by Thomas Rymer Jones
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse
digital, events, brand, content and data licensing
platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts
and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming,Page
media,
digital and mobile
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entertainment issues and trends.
This is not a handbook for farmers. Farmers look
after chickens, cows, and pigs. Anyone can do that.
This is not a handbook for zookeepers. Zookeepers
look after monkeys, elephants, and lions. That's
easy. This is a handbook for zoomers. Zoomers look
after very special beasts.... Discover the secret of the
shiger's stripy wool, the challenges of owning a loyal
but gigantic dogephant, and the special skills of the
super-fast horsodile in this mind-bending, creatureblending book. What wacky mixed-up animals can
you imagine?
Look! There's Elmer
Bottersnikes and Other Lost Things
The Child-study Monthly
Jack and Nancy
English for young learners from pre-school to lower
secondary
This funny and exciting Elmer adventure is
sure to please children over and over again.
Elmer is playing hide and seek with Bird, but
it's not as easy as it looks. Children will
have great fun playing along with everyone's
favourite patchwork elephant in this
inventive hole-in-the-page adventure.
Issues for Nov. 1900 and Feb. 1901 include
the Transactions of the Illinois Society for
Child-Study, v. 5, no. 1-2.
Whether used for thematic story times,
program and curriculum planning, readers'
advisory, or collection development, this
updated edition of the well-known companion
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makes finding the right picture books for
your library a breeze. • Offers easy subject
access to children's picture books • Features
a user-friendly organization • Provides indepth indexing and full bibliographic detail
Catalogue of Books in the Children's
Department of the Carnegie Library of
Pittsburgh
Amazing Birds
Developing Language and Literacy
Billboard
The Zoomers' Handbook

From Hong Kong to Reykjavík, Ulaanbaatar to New
York City, enjoy a lush and unexpected journey
around the world to discover what makes each place
unique. Sleepy sloths, colorful cows, staggering
skylines, terrible traffic—countless surprises await! All
you need is a good guide and a little curiosity . . . so,
what are you waiting for? Let's go! From awardwinning author and illustrator Marc Martin comes a
quirky, fact-filled adventure for curious globe-trotters,
young and old.
Developing Language and Literacy: Effective
Intervention in the Early Years describes successful
intervention programmes to improve the
phonological skills, vocabulary, and grammar of
young children at risk of reading difficulties. Presents
two structured intervention programmes to provide
support for young children with language and literacy
difficulties Describes clearly how to improve the
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language and foundation literacy skills of young
children in the classroom Includes information about
how to assess research, and how to monitor and
design intervention strategies for use with individual
children Helps teachers to develop an understanding
of the intervention and research process as a whole
Additional journal content to support this title is
available click here
This lush book of photography represents National
Geographic's Photo Ark, a major cross-platform
initiative and lifelong project by photographer Joel
Sartore to make portraits of the world's animalsespecially those that are endangered. His powerful
message, conveyed with humor, compassion, and
art- to know these animals is to save them.Sartore
intends to photograph every animal in captivity in the
world. He is circling the globe, visiting zoos and
wildlife rescue centers to create studio portraits of
12,000 species, with an emphasis on those facing
extinction. He has photographed more than 6,000
already and now, thanks to a multi-year partnership
with National Geographic, he may reach his goal.
This book showcases his animal portraits- from tiny
to mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow
to the greater one-horned rhinoceros. Paired with the
eloquent prose of veteran wildlife writer Douglas
Chadwick, this book presents a thought-provoking
argument for saving all the species of our planet.
The Publishers' Circular and General Record of
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British and Foreign Literature
Cassell's Book of Birds
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Children's Literature:
Aamu-Duan
Volume 1
A CLIL Teacher Training Project in Italian Schools
In the nearby City of Green Meadow
Burrows, there lives a humble guinea pig
whose name is Biscuit. At first glance,
Biscuit looks like many other guinea pigs.
She is small, round and chubby with golden
fur that grows in all directions. Her eyes
are shiny beads of black. Like all guinea
pigs, she eats a vegetarian diet. Her
favorite foods are hay, lettuce and all
sorts of carrots, whether big or small,
orange or yellow, or shredded and chopped.
She is neither a genius nor an athlete nor
a rock star; she can do nothing to make
herself rich and famous. Biscuit is a very
ordinary guinea pig, you see. So, you
might be left wondering why anyone would
take notice of her. Why!? Well, it's
because she has accomplished greatness by
living her life with a loving heart and
good stewardship. How did she do this?
Well, let's peek into her world and see
what we find!As you accompany Biscuit
during her story, you will meet several
animal characters, as follows (in the
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order of their appearance):Coal, the
friendly Poodle who prefers to be called a
"Goldendoodle";Mr. Scrub Jay, the tame,
Western Scrub Jay who lives in Biscuit's
garden;Boris, the salad-eating, Russian
tortoise;Lily Muttsarella, the Maltepoo
dog who plays in dual character roles as
Miss Sugar and Police Officer Lily;Spirit,
the docile, Ringneck dove;andDaisy, the
basket-ball playing, Lesser Sulfur-Crested
Cockatoo.Biscuit teaches us that it is
more important to be loving than it is to
be loved for our importance. In her
adventures, she loves everyone and never
behaves like a bully; she is honest; she
takes a stand against injustice; she is
charitable and shares with others; she
takes responsibility for her actions; she
does her best, even when it's difficult;
she remembers to love herself and have
fun; and she appreciates and gives thanks
to God and everyone who demonstrates
kindness. This book offers an alternative
to the violent images that bombard today's
youth on television, in the movies, in the
virtual world of electronic games and in
the real world.
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry
Bella, the Wildlife Ambassador: Protecting
Piping Plovers
Zagazoo
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Birds and Nature
Biscuit, the Humble and Loving Guinea Pig
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